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Theme
Crossing-borders/International Comparators/Transnational Flows

Objectives
+ Create ongoing international partnerships between ECRs & Postgrads working in 

radio and audio media studies
+ Introduce ECRs & Postgrads to experienced scholars who may act as mentors
+ Further internationalise radio and audio media studies research & collaboration
+ Enhance links between The Radio Conference and the ECREA Radio Research 

conferences
+ Writing skills
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Program
Masterclasses
+ State of the field
+ Conceptual approaches to cross-border research
+ Skill building

Workshops
+ Single-slide intro and paper pitch
+ Pairs/groups paper abstract writing
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STATE OF THE FIELD
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+ What piece of recent radio/audio media scholarship has made a 
strong impression on you and why?

+ What are some of the new methodologies emerging in 
radio/audio media studies?

+ Are there any archives or datasets (new or otherwise) that you 
think have been underutilised in radio/audio media studies?
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+ What new theoretical or conceptual approaches are emerging in 
the field or being applied from other fields?

+ What can scholarship in radio/audio media studies contribute to 
the radio and audio media industries? 

+ Where/in what ways might ECRs seek to engage with 
practitioners beyond the academy?



WORKSHOP 1

PAPER PROPOSALS



Chris K Wilson, RMIT University (Melbourne, Australia)

 Document analysis: policy documents, legislation, parliamentary transcripts
 Semi-structured interviews: regulators, policy makers, creatives
 Archival research: National Archives Australia, private collections

 Radio history
 Radio and youth
 Policy and innovation 

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 British Pirates, US commercial radio & Australian Radio DJs: The transnational movement of the 
Top 40 radio format in the 1960s

 Looking for partner to assist with British pirate literature, interviews, archive work?

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:



Britta Jorgensen, Monash University (Melbourne, Australia)

 Practice-research – research through radio practice
 Semi-structured interviews
 Self-reflexivity and documenting the research process

 Podcasting & independent podcasts
 Radio journalism
 The Australian radio/podcasting context

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 Comparison of podcast producers in Australia with producers in another country – potentially 
focussing on the issue of women/female-identifying producers or hybridisation of podcasting 
with other media formats 

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:



Heather Contant, UNSW | Art & Design (Sydney)

 Historical materialism ala Walter Benjamin
 oral history/archives
 arts-led practice
 Theory: continental, queer, post-colonial/settler colonial

 The history of radio as a means to physical gatherings and social/technological/aesthetic exploration 
 technological failure
 noise

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 art and radio history
 radio and the environment

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:



Chun-Wei Daniel Lin, National Dong-Hwa University (Taiwan)

 Document analysis: policy documents and annual reports of radio stations.
 Semi-structured interviews: policy makers and radio practitioners.

 Radio development 
 Radio and indigenous peoples
 Radio and empowerment

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 Voice, Empowerment and Conciliation of Indigenous Radios around the world.

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:



Portia Ellis-Woods, Queen’s University Belfast (Northern Ireland)


 Biography and Drama: Memoirs, theatre booklets, play texts.    
 Document analysis: BBC policy documents, Hansard political papers, yearbooks, and minutes

 Radio history 
 BBC regions: Northern Ireland, Scotland, London
 Policy, programme development, and cultural history

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:




Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:

 Archival research: BBC Northern Ireland Community Sound archive, private collections.

 Pioneers in radio and audio broadcasting from 1920s until 1970s focusing on women in  
radio/audio. ALSO: Regional radio productions from BBC (1920-1950s) 

 Particularly interested in Irish women but would like a transnational approach?



Daniel Gambaro, University of São Paulo (Brazil)

 Structured analysis of content (sound and web)
 General analysis and comparisons between media systems
 Semi-structured interviews (presenters, managers, music industry workers)
 Data from empiric material (past newspapers and public archives)

 Radio & web interfaces
 Recent radio history (1970 - )
 Music and audience segmentation

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 A case study comparing how is music consumption is mediated by broadcast and web-based 
technologies in different countries.

 Explore changing concepts and practices of radio in different national and transnational contexts.

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:



Emily Bettison, Birmingham City University (England)

 Semi-structured interviews: radio practitioners (commercial, community and public service radio)
 Policy analysis (for the creative industries and station guidelines and documentation)

 Radio’s Creativity
 Radio Practice
 Radio as a Creative Industry 

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 Comparative analysis of creative practice in British and Other Radio. 
 Looking for partner to conduct interviews with radio practitioners in similar radio stations in a 

non-British radio context and develop a comparative analysis. 

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:



Cristina Marras, Independent radio producer (Cagliari, Italy)

 Manipulation of audio data (interviews, ambience, movie soundtracks)
 Interviews: voxpop, intimate narrations, talking to strangers

 Audio narration with sound design
 Community building and audience interaction
 Audio art

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 Exploring how the passing of the day differs / is the same in different parts of the world
 Looking for partners to assist in creating audio installation detailing what people do around the 

world, at a certain time of the day

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:



Alex Wiseman, University of Birmingham (Birmingham, England)



 Copies of Old Broadcasts, Newspaper columns, diary entry's 

 Radio History
 Radio Policy
 Innovation in programming and content 

Archival Research ( BBC written archives, National Archives)
Document Analysis – Government Papers, Programming Schedules

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 Influence of Pirate & radio programming from abroad  on British radio content and Policy 
 The rise of commercial radio and the top 40 in the UK  and the United States and elsewhere
 Satire on the radio and possible comparison's in content and tone with other countries in Europe 

as well as the United States and in Australia 

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:



Jennifer Bowen, University of Melbourne (Australia)




 Radio history 1910 - 1950 
 Spoken-word radio
 Radio & politics – incl user & marginalised groups

textual analysis of archival material & radio scripts/programmes 
feminist & ‘everyday’ philosophy (eg Michel de Certeau) 

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 ‘Global imaginings’ – how radio contributed to perceptions of home/abroad, including 
programme content & framing (including stories from travellers/tourists), mobility of labour, 
relays, listings, voice, ideas of connectivity in the modern world. 

 Reciprocal investigations between pairs/threesomes, discussion of different approaches.

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:



Siobhán Stevenson Birmingham City University (UK)

 Semi-structured interviews: policy makers, Station Managers, Volunteers 
 Participant Observation: Radio Studio & Production Practice

 Community Radio 
 Community Radio as an educational tool
 Community radio & digital media literacy 

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 Community Radio & Sustainability 
 Mapping best practice for community radio sustainability using digital tools
 Oral Histories of community radio sectors. Looking for partner to create international map of 

histories of community radio sectors

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:



Sam Coley, Birmingham City University (Birmingham, UK)

 Semi-structured interviews: documentary practitioners, station management
 Archival research: private collections, online repositories

 Music Documentary Production for Commercial Radio
 Digital Archiving of Past Radio Productions, News, Live Broadcasts etc.  

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 Use of New Technologies in Contemporary Radio Production
 Looking for partner to assist with digital archive project (Specifically, New York Radio Awards 

entries, 1994 – 2004)

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:



Brigitta Scarfe, Monash University (Melbourne, Australia)

 Ethnography: semi-formal interviews, participant observation
 Decolonising methods: dialogic editing, collaborative song analysis with participants
 Data: locally-recorded music library, CSAs, pre-recorded interviews at 6DBY Larrkardi Radio, Derby

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 How does community radio encourage cultural/aesthetic democracy across diverse local 
settings? How do these local communities vary in their approaches to negotiating difference and 
amplifying the voices, issues and musical tastes of marginalised members of the community? 

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:

 Ethnomusicology/music sociology
 Remote Indigenous Australian radio
 The potential democratic musical aesthetics of radio



Lu Lin, RMIT University (Melbourne, Australia)

• Voice recordings: semi-structured interviews, but also performances/re-enactments 

• Continental philosophy: difference, phenomenology, language – with regards to radio – how concepts inform creative and 
practical decisions of radio-making and communication. Very interested in how this operates on a bodily level. 

• Field recordings, foley sound effects, music

 Oral history: ‘haunting’ in language [e.g. untold histories] and radio [e.g. recorded disembodied voice]
 Poetics of and/or expanded radio practice: affordances of recording and transmission arts/technologies, encounters between 

radio theory and practice, experimentation of radio forms for communicating ideas 
 The politics of listening: sounds/ontologies of difference [e.g. diasporic; abject], interpretive ‘communication’ [hermeneutics]

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 Blurring lines between art and journalism: considering the affordances of (sound) recording and transmission technologies in 
communicating ideas; i.e. not being too tethered to form/authenticity, i.e. what a radio artefact ‘could be’ and/or affect? 

 A partner to assist with devising radio transmission experiments/events, either with each other or with other people? 
Collaborative radio essay or performance as opposed to just written text? 

 Forms or topics I’m interested in: corporeality and affect [e.g. body fluids, abject, eating, slurping, breathing, ASMR, guided 
meditations], intergenerational storytelling, performances and gestures.

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:



Jana Magdoňová, Charles University (Prague, The Czech rep.)

 Big data from Median company (MML-TGI)
 semi-structured interviews with editors, program directors
 focus groups: listeners

 Radio audience
 lifestyle and behaviour of listeners
 radio program development

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 Comparison of public radio listeners behavior
 Looking for a partner who is interested in public radio audience and its bahavior, TGI data  

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:



José Emilio Pérez Martínez, Sorbonne Université (Paris, France)

 Document analysis: legislation, press, audios
 Semi-structured interviews: activists and listeners
 Archival research: Administration’s General Archive (Spain), private collections

 Spanish free and community radio history (1976-1989 mainly)
 Women’s radio history
 Community radio

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

 Exploring the relationships between the Spanish and the French or Italian free radio movements 
during the late 70s early 80s.

 Comparative study of the role of women in radios under dictatorships.

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:



Bridget Backhaus, Loughborough University (London, UK)

 Community radio
 Communication for development and social change
 Listening

Methodologies & materials I generally work with:

My primary radio & audio media research interests:

Idea for cross-border collaborative paper:

• Ethnographic-style qualitative research
• Semi-structured interviews: community radio staff, listeners, management
• Focus group discussions: community radio staff and listeners

• Participation in community radio across borders: a comparative view of structures 
affecting participation

• Looking for partners to assist with transnational comparison of structures impacting 
participation in community radio
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